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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we have investigated a new type of Sturm-Liouvil le operators by considering a self- 
adjoint linear differential expression on a special subset of the space of discontinuous functions. A 
necessary and sufficient condition for the linear impulse actions is presented so that  the operator 
is self-adjoint. 
Self-adjoint boundary value problems are of significant importance in many models of applied 
mathematics and quantum mechanics in spherical and cylindrical geometries [1]; for example, vi- 
brat ing strings, heat conduction, and reaction-diffusion systems, etc. Moreover, classical orthog- 
onal polynomials of applied mathematics emerge from special cases of Sturm-Liouvil le problems. 
However, many physical systems describing real world problems have sudden change of their 
states, and consequently, have discontinuous trajectories. For the description of the continuous 
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change of such systems ordinary differential equations are mainly used, while the sudden changes 
of their states are described by some types of impulse conditions. 
Therefore, in this work, we consider Sturm-Liouville boundary value problems with impulse 
actions at fixed moments of time. Apparently, such boundary value problems have been inves- 
tigated by several authors [2-7]. However, we treat the problem in a more general setting in 
order to improve the classical theory of self-adjoint Sturm-Liouville operators. Moreover, some of 
the consequences of this study can be thought o be generalization of the self-adjointness condi- 
tions applied in [8,9], where inverse eigenvalue problems for impulsive differential equations were 
considered. 
In the sequel of this section, we introduce some definitions and notations that will be used 
throughout the work. To begin with, let J = [c~,/3] C R be a closed interval and (0~)i=i p C J be 
a finite strictly increasing sequence of impulse points 0i in the interior of J. Namely, we assume 
that 
c~ < 01 < ...  < 0p </3 (1.1) 
holds in J. 
Let 7)£C = 7)£C(J, Oi;F) denote the set of all functions f : J ~ F that are continuous on 
J \  P (Oi)i=l, left continuous for all t E J, and have discontinuities of the first kind at t = 0i for 
every i = 1, . . .  ,p. Here, F is either R or C. Similarly, by Pl;C ~ = PLCn( J ,  0i; F), we define 
0 p A f  (n) } 79£C n = f C 79£C : f E C n (J  \ ( i ) i= l )  such that < oc , 
t=O.~ 
0.2) 
where C~( J  \ (Oi)Pi=l) is the set of functions that are n times continuously differentiable in 
Y \ (0~)~=1. The jump of discontinuities, 
Af(n)  : f(n) (Oi +) _ f(n) (0~-), 
It=Oi 
(1.3) 
are defined by the difference of the two limits, 
f(n) (0~) = lim f(n)(0i + h), 
h.-.~0:t: 
(1.4) 
at the impulse points t = 0i, for every i = 1,. . .  ,p. 
Now, let ~ be a Sturm-LiouviUe type linear differential expression, 
.x) 
e(x)=- -~ po(t)--~ +q( t )  x, t ¢ 0,, (1.5) 
for functions x C 79£C 2, and let the coefficients P0 and q be real valued functions that are piecewise 
continuous in the interval J with possible discontinuities at the points t = 0i for i = 1,. . .  ,p. 
Furthermore, we assume that these coefficients of the linear expression in (1.5) are in P£C such 
that P0 E T)£C i and 1/po E 7)£C. 
It must be noted that the linear differential expression ~ is not formally self-adjoint in J 
within the classical sense of the Green's formula unless the discontinuity conditions at t = Oi are 
taken into account simultaneously with the differential expression. So, henceforth, for functions 
x E 79£C ~- i ,  we consider the impulse actions 5i and the boundary form U of types, 
(x) = - B ,s  i = 1 , . . .  ,p,  (1.6) 
and 
U (x) = Mk (c~) + N:~ (/3), (1.7) 
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respectively, where 2(t) = [x(t),... ,x(n-1)(t)]  T for t ¢ 0i, and ~?(0~) = limh--.o± ~:(0i + h) for 
every i = 1,.. .  ,p. Here, M, N, and Bi, (i = 1,.. .  ,p) are matrices atisfying certain conditions 
that will be addressed later in Section 2. 
Finally, we introduce a linear subspace 
~ = {x  e pLc~ : u (x)  = o, ~ (~) = o, i = 1, .  . . ,p}  (1.s) 
of 7)£C, and hence, a Sturm-Liouville operator, say go, defined on D0 2 by the linear differential 
expression ~given in (1.5). 
The present paper is organized as follows. Auxiliary results, considered within a general setting, 
are provided in Section 2. We introduce a generalization of the classical Green's formula that 
helps to define adjoint and self-adjoint boundary value problems, hence operators, on the space 
of functions having jump discontinuities. In Section 3, the main results concerning self-adjoint 
Sturm-Liouville operators and boundary value problems are formulated in detail. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
In this section, in order to preserve the generality of constructing some theoretical basis for the 
study of higher-order impulsive differential equations, in particular higher-order Sturm-Liouville 
problems [10], we let/2 to be the differential expression of order n > 1 defined by 
£ (X) : PO (t) X (n) ÷ ' ' '  ÷ Pn (t) X, t ¢ Oi, (2.9) 
where Pk are in 79£C ~-k  for k = 0, 1,. . .  ,n and 1/po is in T)£C. Moreover, at the points t = 0i 
of discontinuity, let the impulse actions ~ be defined as 
j ,  (5) = A~lt=o, - B~ (0~) ,  i = 1 , . . .  ,p, (2.10) 
where Bi = (bi,jk) are n x n matrices over IF such that, if E denotes the n x n identity matrix, 
det (E + Bi) ¢ 0, 
for every i = 1,...  ,p. Hence, the theorems for existence and uniqueness of solutions of higher- 
order impulsive differential equations of the form, 
c (x) = 0, t ¢ 0. 
(2.11) 
J~ (x)  = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,p ,  
can easily be stated and verified [11,12]. 
With many applications of (2.11) there associates some types of boundary conditions in order 
to give physical interpretation to its solutions. For the sake of necessity of a boundary value 
problem, we let U be a boundary form (of rank m) defined by 
U (x) = M~ (c~) + N~ (~), (2.12) 
where M and N are m x n matrices uch that the matrix (M : N), with m rows and 2n columns, 
has the property that 
rank (M : N) = m. (2.13) 
Let us define the n x n matrix S --- (Sjk),  associated with the linear differential expression Z:, 
by its following nonzero entries, 
n-k  
Sjk = E ( -1 )~(  s "~ (,- j+l) s=j-1 J - 1 )p  . . . .  k , for j + k < n + 1, (2.14) 
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where j = 1 , . . . ,n  and k = 1 , . . . ,n - j  + 1. 
Sjk = ( -1) J - lp0 for j + k = n + 1. 
Now, we shall consider the integral, 
In particular, Sjk = 0 for j + k > n + 1, and 
v (s)p~-k (s) u (k) (s) ds = ~ v (s )pn-k  (s) u (k) (s) ds, 
i=0 J~i 
(2.15) 
where u and v are functions in 79£C n, and v(s)  denotes the complex conjugate of v(s) in the case 
F = C, and 0o = a and Op+l = fl, for simplicity. By integrating (2.15) for every k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n 
we obtain a generalized version of the Green's fo~nula for functions u and v in 79£C n as follows, 
P 
i=1 
f~  P 
- £ t (v )uds -~(4t (v ) ) * [ -S (~+)(E+Bi )h (O: ) ]  
i=1 
=~*( t )  s ^ ~=z (t) ~ (t) l . ,  
(2.16) 
where ~* denotes the conjugate transpose of ©, and the formally adjoint differential expression 
£t of L: and the impulsive actions J~ of ~ are defined by 
(n) 
~:t = -4- ' "  A-Pn (t)V, t # Oi, (2.17) 
and 
4t (v )=Ag l t=o, -{ [ (E+B*)S* (O i+) ] - lS* (O+) -E}~(6~) ,  (2.18) 
for every i = 1, . . . ,p ,  respectively. 
Notice that the right-hand side of Green's formula (2.16) depends only on the boundary points cr 
and/3 of the interval J. Therefore, considering the boundary form U of rank m for functions u 
and v in 79£C n- l ,  one can rewrite it, using the boundary form formula [13], as follows, 
©* (t) S (t)~ (t)ltt==~ = (U~ (v))* U (u) + (U t (v))* Uc (u), (2.19) 
where if Uc denotes a complementary boundary form of rank (2n - m) for U, then the boundary 
forms U~ and U t are uniquely determined and respectively of ranks m and (2n - m). 
Hence, we consider the following two boundary value problems with impulse actions, 
{ L(x) = o, Pro:  ~(x )=o,  
u(~) = o, 
t#Oi ,  
i = 1 , . . . ,p ,  
{ l : t (x )=o,  t#e i ,  ~) ~2n--m : J :  ( 3C ) -~ O, i = l , . . . , p, 
ut  (z)  = o. 
It is not difficult to conclude that these boundary value problems are mutually adjoint with 
respect o the Green's formula (2.16) obtained for functions with discontinuities. Furthermore, 
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one can easily prove that the problem ~,~ is self-adjoint if and only if rn = n and the following 
three conditions are fulfilled, 
/2 = £:t, 
s -1 (o+,) = (E + B,) S -~ (07) (E + Bt), 
MS -1 (a) M* = NS -1 (fl) g*. 
i = 1, . . . ,p ,  
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
While the first and the last conditions are similar to those appearing in the classical theory of 
differential equations, condition (2.21) is rather striking for higher-order impulsive differential 
equations. The condition (2.21) and the Green's formula (2.16) extend the study of first order 
adjoint impulsive boundary value problems as in [2,3,12] to higher-order ones, and improve the 
classical theory of ordinary differential equations to some degree. Also, condition (2.21) becomes 
very important in the study of higher-order self-adjoint Sturm-Liouville problems. 
It is possible to extend the idea presented in this section to eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of operators defined on the subspace :D~' of 79Z:C. For, letting Z:0 : :D~' ~ 79Z;C to be the 
operator defined by the linear expression Z:on the space :D~' prescribed by boundary and impulse 
conditions, we then define its adjoint operator z;t0 on :D0 f by the Green's formula (2.16). Denoting 
the inner product by (x, y) = f :  y(s)x(s)ds for functions x E :D~' and y • :Do t, it is easy to 
verify that 
(l:ox, y) = (x, £.;y) 
holds. In particular, if Z:0 is self-adjoint, hen (Z;ox, y) = (x,/:oy) holds for every x and y in the 
domain :D~ of C0. 
Hence, defining an eigenvalue problem of the form 
£0x = Ax, x E :D~' 
provides us with many theorems of operator theory, concerning the properties of eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions, ranging from the spectrum of C0 to the orthogonality relations of its eigensolu- 
tions. However, it must be noted that the Green's function for such an operator is significantly 
different from that of its classical counterparts [14-16]. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS AND THE STURM-L IOUVILLE  OPERATOR 
Because of its particular importance in the theory of orthogonal polynomials and applications in
many models of applied mathematics we consider, in this section, the second order Sturm-Liouville 
boundary value problems. Namely, we shall concentrate on the Sturm-Liouville operator go, which 
has been defined in Section 1, and hence Sturm-Liouville boundary value problems, in the space 
of discontinuous functions. 
Self-adjointness of Sturm-Liouville operators defined on :D~ is not apparent at a first glance. 
In order to state a necessary and sufficient condition for g0 to be self-adjoint we shall mainly 
focus on the impulse actions 6~, since the rest will be similar to that of the classical theory of 
differential equations. 
Notice that the problems 792 and 79~, which have already been introduced in Section 2, can be 
written simply 
792 : ~0x = 0, 79t : ~t0y __ 0, 
where x • :D02 and y E :Do 2f with 
:D0 ~t = {y • 79Lc2 : v* (y) = o, ~ (y) = o, ~ = 1 , . . ,p}  (3.23) 
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Therefore, the problem 7)2, and hence, the operator g0 on 7902, is self-adjoint if and only if 
conditions (2.21) and (2.22) in Section 2 are fulfilled. Fortunately, the matrix S associated with 
the second order linear expression g takes the following simple form, 
S ( t )= [ 0 -P°(t) 1 
po (t) o ' 
with det S(t) = (po(t)) 2 ~ O, for all t 6 [a,~], and det S(8 +) = (po(8+)) 2~ O, for a l l /=  1,...  ,p. 
An immediate observation of condition (2.21) and the use of the matrix S yield: for £0 to be 
self-adjoint it is necessary that condition, 
ldet (E + Bi)l 2 - (p0 (0; ) )  2 
(P0 (0~))2' (3.24) 
should hold for every i = 1,...  ,p. Such a condition clearly highlights the close relation between 
the coefficients of the linear differential expression ~ and the matrices of the impulse actions 5i 
for every i = 1, . . . ,  p in order to define a self-adjoint Sturm-Liouville operator g0 on 7902. 
On the other hand, however, a direct calculation of condition (2.21) can be carried out to show 
that 
Po (0 +) 1 0 = Ci ,21Ci ,12 - -  C i ,22C i , l l  C i ,2 ,~ i ,22  - -  C/,22C'i,21 
holds as a necessary and sufficient condition for 5 t = 5i, where ci,j~ are the entries of the 
nonsingular matrices Ci = E + Bi for every i = 1,.. .  ,p. In other words, the impulse actions 
5i are formally self-adjoint if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied for every 
i=  1, . . . ,p ,  
Ci , l lC i ,12  - -  C i ,12C i , l l  = O, (3.25) 
Ci ,215 i ,22  - -  C i ,22Ci ,21 = O, (3.26) 
po(O;) 
Ci ,11Ci ,22 - -  C i ,12Ci ,21 = - - .  (3.27) ~o(O7) 
Moreover, similar calculations can be carried out for the boundary conditions U(x) = 0 to obtain 
a necessary and sufficient condition for U to be formally self-adjoint [13,17], and hence, prove the 
following theorem for the self-adjointness of the Sturm-Liouville operator ~0. 
THEOREM 1. The impulsive operator Q is self-adjoint if and only if the following six conditions 
hold. 
1. [1 + bi,,x]~,,l~ - bi,1211 + ~i,11] = o, 
2. b,,2,[1 + ~,,22] - [1 + ~,,22]~,,21 = o, 
3. [1 + b,,1~][1 + ~,~2] - b~,~2~,2~ = poW) /po(O~+) ,  for every  i = 1 , . . .  ,p,  and 
4. (MHMI2  - M~2) / (po(~) )  = (~N~2 - N~N~2) / ( ;o (Z) ) ,  
5. (M2~M22 - M2,M~2)/(po(~))  = (~2~N22 - N21N22)/(po(Z)),  
6. (M~M2~ - M21~x~)/(po(~))  = (~N22 - N21N~2)/(po(Z)).  
As it is clear from Theorem 1, although we have assumed that the coefficients of the differential 
expression ~? are real valued functions, no restrictions are imposed on the matrices appearing in 
the boundary and impulse conditions. In particular, if all those matrices M, N, and B~, for every 
i = 1, . . . ,p ,  are real, which is the case when applications of Sturm-Liouville boundary value 
problems are concerned, the six conditions in Theorem 1 reduce to two. This conclusion is given 
in the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. If M, N and B~ for every i =- 1,.. .  , p are real matrices then go is self-adjoint if 
and only if the following two conditions hold. 
(i) det(E ÷ Bi) -- po(O~)/po(O+), i = 1,.. .  ,p, 
(ii) det M/po(a) = det N/po(/3). 
Unlike the classical theory of Sturm-Liouville problems even if boundary conditions U(x) = 0 
are separated the resulting boundary value problem may not be self-adjoint. In case of separated 
boundary value problems, Condition (ii) of Corollary I is trivially fulfilled, and hence, a necessary 
and sufficient condition for go to be self-adjoint is given by Condition (i) only. 
To sum up with an illustration, consider the boundary value problem, 
d (  dx)  
dt po(t)--~ +q(t )  x=O,  t¢Oi ,  
- = o,  = 1 , . . .  , ; ,  (3 .28)  
alx (a) + a2po (a) x' (a) = O, 
blX (fl) + b~po (/3) x' (fl) = O, 
where po E PI:C 1, 1/po E 7)I:C, and q E 79£C are real valued functions of t E In,/3]; and a~,bi 
m'e all real for i = 1,2, such that a~ +a~ > 0 and b~+b~ > 0; and the 2 x 2 matrices Bi 
are real for every i = 1, . . . ,p.  Boundary value problem (3.28) is a self-adjoint Sturm-Liouville 
problem, equivalently the corresponding operator go is a self-adjoint Sturm-Liouville operator, if 
and only if 
det (E + Bi) - P0 (0~-) (3.29) 
po (o+) 
holds for every i = 1,.. .  ,p, unlike the classical Sturm-Liouville problems. However, this is in 
agreement with the classical theory of boundary value problems only if there are no discontinuity 
points (in other words, Bi = 0 for every i = 1,.. .  ,p) and P0 is a continuous function in J. 
In the presence of a discontinuity point t = 0i (that is, B~ ~ 0 for some i E {1,... ,p}), then 
condition (3.29) must be considered for those 0i E In,/3] in order that the boundary value problem 
is self-adjoint. 
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